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Generational disconnect

“The key issues for millennials are getting a tighter labor market, expanding quality job opportunities and
making the needed public investments to make up for the damage done to them during the economic
crisis.” Damon Silvers, Policy Director and Special Counsel, AFL-CIO

Generational
disconnect
Millennial workers and the economy
• More than 1 in 3 American workers are millennials.1
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about their ability to make a living, while only 47% of baby boomers have that concern.

Gaps in perceptions

Millennial workers and the economy

• 27% of millenials agree with the phrase, “I have a strong sense of pride in my work,” compared to 53%
of baby boomers.
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Workers under rising pressures
millennials.1
Which factors are most negatively affecting U.S. workers today? Union members of all ages point to: “cost
of healthcare” and “Low/Stagnant wages.” Gen X and millenials also worry about the “cost
of retirement.”
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Meeting higher expectations
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going forward.” Marc Perrone, president, United Food and Commercial Workers International Union (UFCW)
Millennials

Perception vs. Reality

59%

Perception (title) “Unions have been at the forefront of driving progress for fair wages.” 47% of Baby
baby boomers
47%
boomers agree with this statement, while only 34% of millenials agree.
Reality (title) “Non-union workers earned 21% less than union members in 2015.”4

Millennial workplace ideals

Gaps in perceptions
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Positioning workers for future success
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“We need to keep on thinking about how we raise wages, and how we give workers a collective voice
outside the traditional rubric of what a collective bargaining agreement looks like.” Valarie Long, Executive
Vice President, Service Employees International Union (SEIU)

Upholding a collective voiceWorkers

under rising pressures

“What groups will play a critical role in protecting the welfare of American workers in the future?” The top
Union members of all ages point to:
Gen X and millennials
two answers by survey respondents were Labor Unions (55%) and workers themselves (51%).
also worry about:
72% of union members say advocacy for workers will remain important for future generations.
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Millenial union members are more likely to emphasize the following:
1. Retirement benefits (32% of millenials compared to 22% of baby boomer survey respondents answered
unions should focus on retirement benefits).

Meeting higher expectations

2. Working hours (32% of millenials compared to 17% of baby boomer survey respondents answered
unions should focus on working hours).
3. Future work trends (24% of millenials compared to 16% of baby boomer survey respondents answered
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offuture
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they're going to be more demanding going forward.
Marc Perrone, President, United Food and Commercial Workers
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Positioning workers for future success
We need to keep on thinking about how we raise wages, and
how we give workers a collective voice outside the traditional
rubric of what a collective bargaining agreement looks like.
Valarie Long, Executive Vice President, Service Employees International Union (SEIU)

Upholding a collective voice
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say advocacy for
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1) Labor unions 55%
2) Workers themselves 51%

Where should unions focus their efforts for future generations?
Overall:

Millennial union members are
more likely to emphasize:

1) Earnings/Ability to make a living
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